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Ricardo Bermúdez-Otero, University of Manchester
The initiation and incrementation of sound change: momentum vs social meaning
In this talk I argue that language learners are community-oriented and momentum-driven: they are communityoriented in that they acquire and obey a mental representation of the linguistic norm of their speech community;
they are momentum-driven in that their mental representation of the community norm includes an age vector en coding linguistic differences between age groups. These two assumptions — combined with a decline in linguistic
plasticity in late adolescence and the mechanical effects of density of contact — suffice to account for a wide
range of general macroscopic properties of sound change observed by historical linguists and sociolinguists: the
occurrence of localized bifurcations, monotonic intergenerational incrementation, the adolescent peak, class
stratification, the curvilinear propagation of change from below, and even the existence of change reversals. Lin guistic variants do acquire indexical value, and so social meaning, but this produces only small-scale attitudinal effects; it does not drive the intergenerational incrementation of sound change.

Richard A. Blythe, University of Edinburgh
Competition between linguistic variants at the individual and population scale
A number of documented language changes (e.g., names for an object, or alternative grammatical structures) can
be couched as a competition between an existing ‘conventional’ variant and one or more incoming ‘innovations’.
Mathematical models allow one to determine how processes acting at the individual speaker level (such as match ing the frequencies of existing variants, cognitive biases that favour specific innovations or sociolinguistic prestige
effects) manifest themselves at the population scale, with social network structures mediating between them.
These models have counterparts in population genetics, and one can recognise analogues of mutation, selection
and drift in language change. In this talk, I will show that disentangling these fundamental contributions to change
is difficult, in part because the simplest neutral theory (in which all changes are random) exhibits rich behaviour.
Moreover, it is hard to find combinations that are consistent with empirical data over many languages and long
time periods. I will also attempt to offer possible resolutions of these inconsistencies.

Janet B. Pierrehumbert, University of Oxford
Word frequency effects in regular sound change
The classic theory of sound change distinguishes regular sound changes from analogical changes. Analogical
changes are categorical changes in the expressions of morphosyntactic categories, typically bringing rare words
into conformity with more common words. Regular sound changes instead gradually transform the phonetic real isations of phonemes. The role of word frequency in regular sound changes is actively disputed, with different
studies finding frequent words in the lead, rare words in the lead, or no effect.
This talk will review the empirical evidence for word specific effects in regular sound change, and also present
an exemplar model that can generate the variety of outcomes reported. The model builds on experimental results
about the effects of word frequency and typicality in perceiving speech and laying down memory traces. It goes
beyond first-generation exemplar models of sound change by adopting a hybrid approach, in which lexical, phono logical, and phonetic levels all play a role.

